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RE-THINKING REGULATORY TOOLS TO PROMOTE RENEWABLES

An overview of iCer’s 
renewAble  energy And 

distributed  
generAtion report
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ICER’s rationale for 
its review of 
international case 
studies

The ICER Renewable Energy and Distrib-

uted Generation Report (2012) is a par-

ticularly useful reference point for policy 

makers, regulators and others. Where one 

country is facing difficulties, it is often the case that 

the shared experiences of other countries can help 

it to identify solutions to fulfill its goals for renewable 

energy generation. Furthermore, the report dem-

onstrates ways in which countries can work togeth-

er to improve their own RES strategies. 

Regulation plays 
an important 

role in manag-
ing the transition 
to more RES and 

more DG 
 

Many jurisdictions, all over the 
world, have mandated that re-
newable energy sources (RES), 
typically wind, photovoltaic, 
and water-based generation, 
shall comprise specific propor-
tions of the overall energy sup-
ply by certain dates. For many 
countries, small scale genera-
tion at distribution level (Dis-
tributed Generation or DG) has 
become an important tool 
to reduce depen-
dence on fossil 
fuels and to ex-
ploit local re-
sources.

The interna-
tional growth 
of renewables 
is driven by 
two main goals: 
(1) meeting climate 
change objectives and 
(2) improving security of supply. 
Regulation plays an important 
role in managing the transition 
to more RES and more DG. 

Energy regulators from around 
the globe undertook an am-

bitious project to review best 
practices on the integration of 
RES and DG. The result is the 
2012 ICER Report “Renewable 
Energy and Distributed Gener-
ation: International Case Stud-
ies on Technical and Economic 
Considerations”. 

Re-thinking regulatory 
tools to deal with the 

challenges of RES and 
DG

Whether in de-
veloped or 
d eve l o p i n g 
c o u n t r i e s , 
regulators are 
faced with 
similar chal-

lenges: for ex-
ample, to what 

extent should regu-
lators require renew-

able generators to bear the risk 
of imbalances (e.g. case studies 
from South Australia, the Medi-
terranean Solar Plan, EU Mem-
ber States and the USA) and to 
be equipped with devices en-
hancing their control capabili-

Innovative ways to better inte-
grate Renewable Energy Sources 
(RES) and Distributed Generation 
(DG) into existing energy systems 

have been tried and tested in 
many countries.  The exchange 
of experience and increased co-

operation at regional and interna-
tional level will help (both devel-
oped and developing) countries 
improve and realise their own 

RES and DG strategies.
ties (e.g. Mediterranean Solar Plan and Chi-
na)? 
The report demonstrates, through case stud-
ies from across the globe, how energy regu-
lators are rethinking traditional regulatory 
models and tools (e.g. planning criteria, cost 
allocation procedures, etc.) to support large-
scale deployment of renewable generation 
and DG. See in particular the case studies in 
the report related to Canada (more rational 
and efficient connection processes); Australia 
(connecting renewable resources located in 
remote areas); Namibia, Guatemala and Spain 
(connecting small-scale distributed genera-
tion). 

Six broad themes of the ICER report

• Connecting renewable energy to the grid 
• Impact of wholesale market and system 
operator arrangements  
• The impact of renewables on conventional 
generation 
• The legal, financial and socio-economic 
implications of international renewable en-
ergy projects 
• The promotion of distributed generation  
• The challenges faced by some develop-
ing countries despite the high potential for 
renewable generation from sources such as 
solar, wind and biomass 
Some of these are also explained in more 
detail in these pages.•• The challenges faced 



Wholesale market arrangements and system opera-
tion rules impact renewables
Wholesale market design and system operation issues such as gate-clo-
sure times, responsibility for balancing and forecasting and cross-border 
capacity allocation should be taken into consideration as a whole rather 
than on an individual basis.

Depending on how they are adjusted, market arrangements and system operation rules 
can significantly affect the competitiveness, economic efficiency and operation of RES 
generators, and therefore might either promote or obstruct their integration. Two ex-
amples are provided in the report. Firstly, the steps to create a single European elec-
tricity market (e.g. through EU-wide network codes) and the parallel need to adjust 
wholesale market design rules, which traditionally have been optimised to the needs 
of national markets and conventional generation. The report assesses market and sys-
tem design measures taken in Europe (including solutions adopted by regulators at a 
national level), in the USA and in Australia to better integrate increasing levels of renew-
able generation. Secondly, the report includes a case study on the Mediterranean Solar 
Plan, a supra-national project which helps to promote the development of the region’s 
enormous renewables potential. 

Connecting remote renew-
ables
 
Often the best renewable resources 
(such as wind, geothermal and so-
lar) are located in remote areas with 
currently little or no transmission 
capacity. A major concern in Aus-
tralia was that the upfront costs (for 
a remote generator) of building the 
transmission lines required to con-
nect the generator could be pro-
hibitive. After consulting on several 
options, the Australian regulator 
now requires ‘first movers’ to bear 
the upfront cost of the transmission 
line, with subsequent reimburse-
ment from newly connected gen-
erators. The determining factor for 
this option was the concern over 
potential asset stranding. In On-
tario, Canada, the costs of upgrad-
ing the system are shifted away 
from renewables generators and 
are socialised across all energy cus-
tomers. This was one of several ini-
tiatives in Ontario to re-tool regula-
tory instruments including simpler 

settlement processes for feed-in 
tariffs and better connection pro-
cesses for generators.

Regulatory changes that en-
courage small distributed 
generation (DG)
 
The report highlights some in-
teresting regulatory reforms that 
tackle challenges (connection, grid 
operation, market issues and access 
to information) related to the pro-
motion of distributed generation 
(through case studies on Guate-
mala and Spain). Under a new regu-
lation, distributed generation can 
participate in open bids to supply 
demand or to sell their energy on 
the Guatemalan spot market. The 
experiences in Guatemala show 
that when the regulatory mecha-
nisms are easy to understand, and 
also technically and legally consis-
tent, the certainty and transpar-
ency encourages new DG projects.  

Challenges specific to developing countries

Developing countries often have huge RES potential 
and DG can be particularly interesting in a large geo-
graphical area with a fragmented population. The 
case studies in the full report illustrate the particular 
challenges faced by developing countries. While the 
potential, ideas and willingness to establish RES are all 
present, the necessary frameworks are not always in 
place. For example, although Algeria and Malawi are 
increasing their generation of solar and wind energy 
they face economic, governance and skills barriers to 
taking this further. Other countries, like China, India 
and Brazil face different but equally harsh challenges 
on their way to integrating RES in their energy port-
folios which have more to do with the size of their 
economies and established habits (e.g. an abundance 
of coal, network congestion and the lack of a com-
petitive market are hampering RES in South Africa). 

Spreading good practice worldwide

Through ICER, energy regulators are sharing their 
experiences and practices in this rapidly developing 
area:
• The case studies in the report were collected in 
time to present them at the energy regulatory com-
munity’s flagship event: the Fifth World Forum on 
Energy Regulation (www.worldforumv.org), Quebec 
City, May 2012.
• During the European Union’s 2012 Sustainable En-
ergy Week (www.eusew.eu), a dedicated CEER-ICER 
workshop on Renewable Energy Strategy (20 June 
2012), in Brussels, also presented an opportunity to 
showcase and discuss the ICER report.

Thematic case studies 
on RES and DG



International Confederation of 
Energy Regulators (ICER) 

VWG1: The Role of Regulators in Guaranteeing   
Reliability and Security of Supply
VWG2: Climate Change
VWG3: Competitiveness and Affordability
VWG4: Education, Training and Best Practices

The virtual work of ICER 

ICER is a virtual organisation, the backbone of which is 

its website (www.icer-regulators.net) and its four virtual 

working groups (VWGs):

Publications

The cOnTenT Of This LeafLeT dOes nOT necessariLy refLecT The OpiniOn Of The individuaL members Of icer.

ICER Reports:

• Role of Energy Regulators in Guaranteeing Reliability and Security of 
Supply - National, Regional and Global Dimensions, March 2012
• Experiences on the Regulatory Approaches to the Implementation of 
Smart Meters, March 2012
• Renewable Energy and Distributed Generation: International Case 
Studies on Technical and Economic Considerations, January 2012
• ICER Response to the European Commission Public Consultation on 
the External Dimension of the EU Energy Policy, Ref. I11-SC-05-05,     
21 February 2011
• ICER Energy Efficiency Report, Ref. I10-SC-02-04, June 2010
• ICER Work Plan 2010-2012
• ICER 2010 Annual Report
• World Energy Regulators’ Statement on Climate Change, 20 October 
2009

ICER Factsheets:

• ICER’s Security of Supply Report, Ref. FS-12-01, May 2012
• ICER’s Renewable Energy and Distributed Generation Report,        
Ref. FS-12-02, May 2012
• ICER’s Smart Metering Report, Ref. FS-12-03, May 2012
• Brochure on the International Confederation of Energy Regulators 
(ICER), Ref. FS-12-04, May 2012
• Regulatory Practices for the Promotion of Energy Efficiency,         
Ref. FS-11-01, April 2011

The International Confederation of Energy 
Regulators (ICER) was created at the Fourth 
World Forum on Energy Regulation (WFER), 
in 2009. It is a voluntary framework for the co-
operation of energy regulators from around 
the globe. Its aim is to improve public and 
policy maker awareness and understanding 
of energy regulation, and to play a role in ad-
dressing a wide spectrum of socio-economic, 
environmental and market issues. 
Through ICER, energy regulatory issues tran-
scending regional and national boundaries 
can be addressed through dialogue and co-
operation on a global scale. ICER’s member-
ship includes over 200 regulatory authorities 
over six continents.

The full report, as well as all 
others listed here, can be found at

http://bit.ly/ICERreports
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office@icer-regulators.net

With the support of the european Commission.  
this publiCation refleCts the vieWs only of the author(s), and the Commission Cannot be held responsible for any use WhiCh may be made of the information Contained therein.
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